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Catalytic oxidation of organic sulfides is of considerable significance in industrial chemistry
and fuel industry. Therefore, numerous methods have been developed for the oxidation.
Metal-containing ionic liquid-based catalysts can catalyze the selective oxidation reactions
and are highly used in chemical processes, which have also been used as effective
solvents, reaction media, extractants, and catalysts for the oxidation of organic sulfides
including oxidative desulfurization of fuel oil. Recently, much attention is being drawn to the
preparation of heterogenous catalysts based on the immobilization of metal- or nonmetal-
containing ILs on diverse solid supports, which can be easily separated after the
completion reaction and recycled. Therefore, there is still an increasing interest in
developing new and efficient catalytic procedures for the oxidation of organic sulfides.
In this review, we have outlined the recent advances in catalytic oxidation of organic
sulfides including oxidative desulfurization of fuel oil. The versatilities and adaptabilities of
metal–ionic liquid catalytic systems in the selective oxidation of sulfides are considered a
powerful research field in these transformations.
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INTRODUCTION

Ionic liquids (ILs) have been considered an encouraging class of functional and green materials
because of their unique properties such as non-volatility, non-flammability, adjustable structure,
thermal and chemical stability, and nonexplosion. As a result, ILs are widely used in catalytic reaction
and separation and can be used as reaction solvents, reaction media, and catalysts in catalytic
reactions (Rajeswari et al., 2016; Kore et al., 2017; Chiarotto et al., 2018; Lethesh et al., 2019; Raiguel
et al., 2020; Nasrollahzadeh et al., 2021). In many cases, for easy separation and recyclable utilization,
functional ILs have attracted considerable attention in many fields such as immobilized ILs catalysts,
which could transfer the traditional catalytic reactions from homogenous catalysis to a type of
heterogenous catalysis, and no additional metal-containing catalysts are needed. Recently, the
immobilization of ILs onto various polymeric and inorganic solid supports for the formation of
functional-supported ILs has attracted a surge of interest in industrially important catalytic
processes. Such supported IL heterogenous catalytic systems not only reduce cost and enhance
catalytic efficiency (high catalytic activity owing to a uniform distribution of ionic liquid-active
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species) but also facilitate catalyst separation and reutilization
(they can be easily separated from the reaction products for
further reusability). Various novel concepts of efficient and
recyclable heterogenous catalytic systems based on supported
ILs have been developed, which have been designed via the
immobilization of metal- or nonmetal-containing ILs on
diverse solid supports, which served as highly efficient
catalysts in catalytic processes combining the unique
properties of ILs and the attractive features of easy separation
and recyclability (Xin and Hao, 2014; Marinkovic et al., 2019;
Gupta et al., 2020).

Catalytic oxidation of organic sulfides is of considerable
significance in industrial chemistry and fuel industry. The
oxidations of sulfides to sulfoxides or sulfones are powerful
reactions in industrial chemistry since the products sulfoxides

or sulfones are important intermediates for the synthesis of
valuable intermediates, pharmaceuticals, and natural products.
Recently, the oxidation reactions with environmental-friendly
oxidants using various metal-based catalysts have been reported
for this transformation (Gonçalves et al., 2018; Zhang and Qi,
2018; Zhao et al., 2020). Deep desulfurization of fuel oil has
attracted wide interest because of more stringent legislation and
an increasing need for environmental protection. Therefore,
numerous methods have been developed for the deep
desulfurization of fuel oil, and a powerful method constitutes
the oxidative desulfurization (ODS). In a typical ODS process,
organic sulfides of fuels, such as DBT and its derivatives, can be
oxidized to their corresponding sulfoxides and sulfones, followed
by extraction or adsorption to achieve deep desulfurization of
fuels, and a number of catalytic systems have been reported for

SCHEME 1 | Sulfoxidation of sulfides with H2O2 in the presence of 1/(Bpy)BF4 catalytic system (Wang et al., 2012).

FIGURE 1 | Catalytic oxidation of DBT using H2O2 over MSN/IL-(Mo132) catalyst (A) before and (B) after the ODS process (Mojaverian Kermani et al., 2021).
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the technology (Zhao and Baker, 2015; Bhutto et al., 2016; Yang
et al., 2017; Ren et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2019; Mohumed et al.,
2020). However, because of the drawbacks associated with the use
of large amount of catalyst, difficulties in the separation, and
catalyst recycling, new and efficient catalysts are being demanded.

In order to solve the problems described previously, the
concept of metal–ionic liquid catalytic systems is being
established, which could catalyze many reactions and are
highly used in catalytic selective oxidation processes (Ternois
et al., 2007; Venkat Reddy and Verkade, 2007; Baciocchi, et al.,
2010; Zhang et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2013; Carrasco et al., 2014;
Rostamnia et al., 2016; Dai et al., 2017; Bayat et al., 2018). In
recent research studies, numerous articles about ODS with ILs

have been reported. Some functionalized ILs can act as both
catalysts and extractive reagents, which combined the extraction
with oxidative desulfurization (ECODS) (Juliao, et al., 2016;
Wang, et al., 2017a; Jiang, et al., 2019a). For this reason, we
emphasize the removal of sulfides being achieved by the oxidation
process. Very recently, many studies have progressed on
preparation and application of metal-containing ionic liquid-
based catalysts including supported ionic liquids. Based on the
aforementioned summarizations and inspired by the reports on
the development of metal-containing ionic liquid-based catalysts
in selective oxidation, which has attracted extensive attentions, it
is a hot spot to study how to apply the prepared metal-containing
ionic liquid-based catalysts in the catalytic oxidation of organic

SCHEME 2 | (A) Catalytic oxidation of sulfides to sulfoxides (Hu et al., 2014a). (B) Catalytic oxidation of sulfides to sulfones (Hu et al., 2014b).

SCHEME 3 | Synthesis of the imidazolium IL POM salts (Cn+2mim)3PM and their catalytic oxidations of sulfides with H2O2 (Zhao, et al., 2012).
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sulfides and oxidative desulfurization. In this review, we explore
the current trends in the research directions toward the catalytic
oxidation of organic sulfides and oxidative desulfurization in the
presence of metal-containing ionic liquid-based catalytic systems,
in which ILs and supported ILs are used as solvents, extractants,
reaction media, catalysts, or their combinations during catalytic
processes. The purpose of this review is to summarize first the
facile route of the metal–ionic liquid catalytic systems for the
efficient oxidation of organic sulfides including oxidative
desulfurization of fuel oil, which would provide a new idea for
the selective oxidation of sulfides with a strong connection to the
chemical industry.

OXIDATION OF SULFIDES TO SULFONES
OR SULFOXIDES

Wang et al. prepared a bifunctional ionic liquid bis-[N-(propyl-1-
sulfoacid)-pyridinium] hexafluorotitanate 1 and studied its
catalytic performances in the selective sulfoxidation of sulfides
with H2O2 in (Bpy)BF4 (Wang et al., 2012). It was found that the

catalytic system could efficiently catalyze the sulfoxidation, and a
series of sulfides with different electronic and steric effects could
be efficiently converted into the corresponding sulfoxides with
83–97% selectivity and 79–98% conversion at room temperature.
Furthermore, for practical application, the request for easily
separable and recyclable catalysts is driven by economic
considerations and environmental concerns. Upon completion
of the reaction, the IL catalytic system can be easily recovered and
reused for six cycles without significant loss of its activity
(Scheme 1).

Hu et al. developed an efficient and green method for the
aerobic oxidation of sulfides to sulfoxides catalyzed bymanganese
acetate [Mn(OAc)2] in the ionic liquid reaction media
[(C12mim)(NO3)] system (Scheme 2A). The reactions afford
the target products in good to high yields, and no over-
oxidation was observed (Hu et al., 2014a). In addition, the
catalytic system could be typically recovered and reused for
subsequent recycles with no appreciable decrease in yields and
reaction rates. Hu et al. also introduced the oxidation of sulfides
to sulfones with H2O2 catalyzed by vanadium pentoxide (V2O5)
in the ionic liquid reaction media [(C12mim)(HSO4)] system

SCHEME 4 | Reaction route for selective oxidation of sulfides with the Nb oxocluster catalyst (Zhou et al., 2019).
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(Scheme 2B). The products can be easily separated, and the
catalytic system can be typically recovered and reused without
loss of catalytic activity (Hu et al., 2014b).

Zhao et al. reported the synthesis of a type of ionic liquid-
based polyoxometalate (POM) salts through anion-exchange of
imidazolium IL precursors with various Keggin POMs. The
resultant imidazolium POM salts were shown to be highly
effective catalysts for the selective oxidation of a variety of
sulfides with aqueous H2O2 (Zhao, et al., 2012). The notable
advantages of this method are high catalytic activity, convenient
recovery, steady reuse, simple work-up, flexible composition, and
mild reaction conditions. The preparation of the catalyst/reaction
media dual role of the imidazolium ionic liquid-based POM salts
and the catalytic oxidation procedure are shown in Scheme 3.

Rafiee et al. synthesized a type of Keggin-structured
polyoxometalate-based ionic liquids by a two-step reaction
including sulfonate-functionalized cations with Keggin-
structured POM. The resultant ionic liquids, POM-ILs, were
employed as a catalyst for the selective oxidation of sulfides to
the corresponding sulfoxides (Rafiee and Mirnezami, 2014). The
results showed that the catalyst PhPyBs-PW exhibited excellent
activity in the oxidation reaction with good to high yields
(70–98%) for the sulfide products. In addition, the catalyst
could be easily recovered and reused for five runs with

no significant loss of catalytic activity (Supplementary
Scheme S1).

Bigi et al. developed a procedure for the enantioselective
oxidation of methyl phenyl sulfide with CH2Cl2 as a solvent
and UHP as an oxidant using trihexyltetradecylphosphonium
ionic liquids {[P6 6 6 14]2[WO2(S-binol)2], [P6 6 6 14]2
[WO2(S-mand)2]} containing tungsten(VI)-2,2′-(S)-binaphthol
complex anions as efficient and recyclable catalysts under mild
reaction conditions (Bigi, et al., 2011). The results showed that the
catalytic performance of 5% sulfoxide yield, 100% selectivity, and
95% enantiomeric excess was obtained for the (P6 6 6 14)2
[WO2(S-binol)2] catalyst, while 10% sulfoxide yield, 100%
selectivity, and 95% enantiomeric excess were observed in the
presence of (P6 6 6 14)2[WO2(S-mand)2]. The structures of
tungsten(VI) metal center bearing chiral ligand anions and the
catalytic oxidation of methyl phenyl sulfide are shown in
Supplementary Scheme S2.

Fareghi-Alamdari et al. reported the synthesis of a novel
Keplerate anions-based ionic liquid catalyst (NH4)2(MimAm)40
[Mo132O372(CH3COO)30(H2O)72] (Mo132-MimAM) through
the self-assembly strategy. The resultant Keplerate anions-
based ionic liquid was shown to be a green, highly efficient,
and reusable catalyst for the selective oxidation of a variety of
sulfides with H2O2 to sulfoxides (Fareghi-Alamdari, et al., 2017).

SCHEME 5 | Schematic representation of synthesis and self-folding of PNx(IS)y (Zhang Y et al., 2017).
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The notable advantages of this method are high catalytic activity,
good-to-high conversions (88–100%), excellent chemoselectivity
(94.5–99%), simple work-up, and mild reaction conditions. In
addition, the catalyst of ionic liquid compounds based on
Keplerate polyoxometalates could be easily separated from the
reaction mixture by facile filtration and could be well retained in
seven recycling oxidations, with a negligible deactivation in
catalytic activity during each cycle (Supplementary Scheme S3).

Zhou et al. prepared a new class of IL-stabilized Nb oxoclusters
by coordination stabilization with carboxylate ionic liquids and
studied their catalytic performances in the selective oxidation of
sulfides with H2O2 in CH3OH solvent (Zhou et al., 2019). It was
found that the ionic liquid tetrabutylammonium lactate
[(TBA)(LA)]-stabilized Nb oxoclusters [Nb-OC@(TBA)(LA)]
were uniformly dispersed with an average particle size of
2–3 nm and could efficiently catalyze the selective oxidation,
and a number of sulfides could be efficiently converted into
the corresponding sulfoxides or sulfones by adjusting the
equivalent of H2O2, reaction time, and reaction temperature.
Interestingly, the results also confirmed that sulfoxides could be
produced almost stoichiometrically, and sulfones could be
produced with excellent selectivity under higher temperatures

(50 or 60 °C) and more amounts of H2O2 oxidant (Scheme 4).
Furthermore, it was found that Nb-OC@(TBA)(LA) could be
reused for at least five consecutive cycles with high selectivity to
sulfoxide although the activity had a slight decrease possibly due
to the slight aggregation of the catalyst.

Rafiee et al. reported the selective oxidation of sulfides with
H2O2 as an oxidant in the presence of organic–inorganic poly(4-
vinylpyridine)-supported ionic liquid catalyst PVPyPSPMo10V2.
A range of aryl sulfides were smoothly converted into the
corresponding sulfoxides with high yields (95–98%) in short
reaction times of 2–12 min (Rafiee and Shahebrahimi, 2017).
The organic–inorganic hybrid polyionic liquid-based
polyoxometalate was achieved by a three-step reaction. The
first step consisted of the synthesis of 4-vinylpyridine propane
sulfone via the reaction of 4-vinyl pyridine with 1,3-
propanesultone, followed by the polymerization for the
synthesis of poly 4-vinylpyridine propane sulfone, and in the
third step PVPyPSPMo10V2 was synthesized by combining these
polymers with H5PMo10V2O40 (Supplementary Scheme S4).
Reusability of the catalyst PVPyPSPMo10V2 is an important
advantage when it is introduced for practical application in
catalytic processes. It was found that the catalyst could be

SCHEME 6 | Preparation of MNP@TA-IL/W and catalytic oxidation of sulfides to sulfoxides (Hosseini et al., 2018).
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reusable at least four times, and the yield of 98% for the first run to
90% for the fourth run was observed.

Doherty et al. developed a procedure for the one-pot synthesis
of sulfoxides via the selective oxidation of sulfides with ethanol
solvent and mobile phase using styrene-based peroxotungstate-
modified polymer-immobilized imidazolium ionic liquids
{PO4[WO(O2)2]4}@ImPIILP as powerful and recyclable
catalysts under mild reaction conditions (Doherty, et al.,
2016). A series of aryl sulfides was subjected for the sulfoxide
production under the optimized reaction conditions with good
conversions and high selectivities. The results also showed the
excellent stability and reusability nature of the heterogenous
catalyst {PO4[WO(O2)2]4}@ImPIILP, which could be retained
for 12 recycling oxidations (Supplementary Schemes S5, S6).

Zhang et al. synthesized a series of enzyme-inspired SCPNs-
containing vinylimidazolium ionic liquid-modified chiral salen
TiIV complex (Scheme 5), and these resultant SCPNs were tested
as efficient catalysts in the selective asymmetric sulfoxidation of a
variety of sulfides in the water solvent with H2O2 oxidant under
mild conditions. The results showed that PN68(IS)4 demonstrated

the most excellent catalytic performance, and a range of aryl
sulfides were smoothly converted into the corresponding
sulfoxides with high conversions (>99%) and selectivities
(95–99%). In addition, the catalysts could be easily separated
from the aqueous system and be steadily reused in recycling
oxidations due to the thermo-responsive property (Zhang L. et al.,
2017).

Pourjavadi et al. prepared a new heterogenous catalytic system
by immobilization of tungstate ions on cross-linked poly(ionic
liquid) nanogel and studied its catalytic performance in the
selective oxidation of sulfides to sulfoxides with H2O2 under
solvent-free reaction conditions (Pourjavadi et al., 2015). A
number of sulfides could be efficiently converted into the
corresponding sulfoxides in high yields (83–98%) and
conversions (85–99%). Moreover, the heterogenous catalyst of
poly(ionic liquid) nanogel with tungstate anions could be easily
recovered and reused for at least eight cycles without any loss of
catalytic activity (Supplementary Scheme S7).

Doherty et al. prepared novel heterogenous polymer-
immobilized ionic liquid {PO4[WO(O2)2]4}@PIILP via anion

SCHEME 7 | Pathways of WO 4
2−@SBA-15/IL fabrication and catalytic oxidation of organic sulfides (Sedrpoushan et al., 2018).
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exchange, which was employed as an efficient catalyst for the
selective oxidation of sulfides under mild conditions (Doherty
et al., 2015). It was found that the catalyst could efficiently
catalyze the oxidation with good conversions (88–99%) and
high selectivities for either sulfoxide (88–98%) or sulfone
(86–100%). In addition, the peroxometalate-based polymer-
immobilized ionic liquid phase catalyst could be easily used
for the consecutive reaction process for 8 h under continuous
flow operation without any loss of catalytic activity
(Supplementary Scheme S8).

Tarkhanova et al. synthesized a family of silica-supported Cu-
and Mo-containing imidazolium ionic liquids, which were tested
as an active and green catalyst for selective oxidation of diethyl
sulfide and methyl phenyl sulfide (Tarkhanova, et al., 2016). The
results showed that the silica-supported Cu-containing
imidazolium ionic liquid exhibited the best catalytic
performance for the diethyl sulfide oxidation with atmospheric
oxygen, while the silica-supported Mo-containing imidazolium
ionic liquid was the most active and stable catalyst for the methyl
phenyl sulfide oxidation with hydrogen peroxide
(Supplementary Scheme S9). In addition, the catalyst could
be easily reused for at least three successive cycles.

Tarkhanova et al. also reported the synthesis of mineral-
immobilized ionic liquids based on molybdenum- and
tungsten-containing heteropolyacids, which were tested as an
efficient heterogenous catalyst for selective oxidation of
thiophene with hydrogen peroxide oxidant in an isooctane
solvent (Tarkhanova et al., 2017) (Supplementary Scheme

S10). The results showed that the alumina-supported PMA-
based PMo/Al2O3 catalyst exhibited the best catalytic
performance for the oxidation and could be easily reused for
successive cycles (Supplementary Figure S1).

Hosseini et al. reported the selective oxidation of sulfides with
H2O2 as an oxidant catalyzed by magnetic-supported triazine-
based ionic liquidMNP@TA-IL/W at room temperature. Various
sulfides could be smoothly converted into the corresponding
sulfoxides with high conversions (83–99%) and excellent yields
(95–99%) in 1–3 h (Hosseini et al., 2018). The magnetic-
supported triazine-based ionic liquid was prepared by a five-
step reaction. The first step consisted of the synthesis of amine-
functionalized magnetic nanoparticles (MNP@APTS) via the
reaction of APTS with silica-coated Fe3O4 nanoparticles, the
second step included the functionalization of MNP@APTS
with TCTA for the synthesis of MNP@TA, and in the third
step MNP@DATA was synthesized by the reaction of MNP@TA
with DIEA, and then HCl was added for the synthesis of MNP@
TA-NH3/Cl, followed by chloride exchange process with
tungstate to give the catalyst (Scheme 6). In addition, the
catalyst was magnetically recovered and reused for up to six
runs without obvious decrease of activity and selectivity. More
important, easy gram-scale oxidation of methyl phenyl sulfide
and fast separation of the catalyst/product make the method
economical and industrially applicable.

Li et al. reported novel modular polyoxometalate-layered
double hydroxides Mg3Al-ILs-La(PW11)2 and used the catalyst
for the selective oxidation of sulfides to sulfoxides with H2O2 as a

SCHEME 8 | Catalytic mechanism of sulfur removal for DBT (Guo et al., 2018).
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green oxidant in methanol (Li T. et al., 2018). The designed
catalyst demonstrated a high efficiency for the sulfoxidation, with
the conversions and selectivities above 99 and 98%, respectively.
The catalyst Mg3Al-ILs-La(PW11)2 could be easily recovered and
reused at least five times without any loss of catalytic activity
(Supplementary Scheme S11).

Karimi et al. synthesized a novel periodic mesoporous
organosilica-supported ionic liquid (WO4

2−@PMO-IL) and
then employed it as a catalyst for the selective oxidation of
sulfides to the corresponding sulfoxides (Karimi et al., 2015).
They found that the tungstate supported on periodic mesoporous
organosilica with the imidazolium framework catalyst could
efficiently catalyze the oxidation with moderate to excellent
yields (52–98%) and good to excellent selectivities (83–98%)
(Supplementary Scheme S12).

Sedrpoushan et al. prepared a new heterogenous catalyst
(SBA-15/Im/WO4

2−) and studied its catalytic performance in
the selective oxidation of organic sulfides with H2O2 under
neutral conditions. Various sulfides could be efficiently
converted into the corresponding sulfoxides with good to

excellent yields and selectivities (Sedrpoushan et al., 2018).
Moreover, the supported ionic liquid catalyst could be easily
recovered and retained its good activities for five recycles without
any loss of catalytic activity. The tungstate-supported
mesoporous silica SBA-15 with the imidazolium framework
catalyst was prepared by a four-step reaction including the
preparation of SBA-15/IL and chloride anion exchange with
tungstate (Scheme 7).

Carrasco et al. prepared a mesoporous SBA-15-supported
ionic liquid SBA-15 + ImCl + MoO5 by the reaction of 1-
methyl-3-[3-(triethoxysilyl)propyl]-1H-imidazol-3-ium chloride
with SBA-15 support and then followed by the immobilization of
the oxodiperoxo–molybdenum complex (Carrasco et al., 2015).
The supported ionic liquid was then investigated as a catalyst for
the selective oxidation of sulfides to sulfoxides with 30% aqueous
H2O2 oxidant at room temperature. Several sulfides including
diphenylsulfide, methyl phenyl sulfide, methyl-p-tolylsulfide, 4-
chlorothioanisole, 4-bromothioanisole, and ethylphenylsulfide
could be efficiently converted into the corresponding
sulfoxides in moderate to excellent conversions. Moreover, the

SCHEME 9 | Structure of ILs and catalytic oxidation/extractive desulfurization of fuels.
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heterogenous catalyst could be easily recovered and reused for ten
cycles without any loss of catalytic activity (Supplementary
Scheme S13).

Moaser et al. prepared a new heterogenous catalyst by
immobilization of the molybdenum (VI)-based oxido–peroxido
complex on periodic mesoporous organosilica-supported
bipyridinium ionic liquid MoO(O2)2@Bipy-PMO-IL and studied
its catalytic performance in the selective oxidation of sulfides to
sulfoxides with H2O2 in water (Moaser et al., 2020). A number of
aryl sulfides could be efficiently converted into the corresponding
sulfoxides in good to high yields (75–91%) within a short reaction
time of 30min. Furthermore, the catalyst could be easily recovered
and reused five times (Supplementary Scheme S14).

Hosseini-Eshbala et al. prepared a novel hybrid nanocatalyst
(CMK-3-OctIm/MoO4

=) by immobilization of molybdate ions
(MoO42-) on octylimidazolium ionic liquid-modified ordered
hexagonal mesoporous carbon CMK-3 (CMK-3/OctIm) and
studied its catalytic performance in the selective oxidation
of sulfides to sulfoxides with H2O2 in acetonitrile (Hosseini-
Eshbala et al., 2020). Different sulfides with electron-donating
and electron-withdrawing groups could be efficiently
converted into the corresponding sulfoxides in good to high
yields (80–96%) in short times of 7–9 min. Furthermore, the
catalyst could be easily recovered and reused four times with
no significant decrease in its activity (Supplementary
Scheme S15).

SCHEME 10 | Synthesis of the ionic liquids and the catalytic process of extraction coupled with catalytic oxidation of 4,6-DMDBT.
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Rajabi et al. developed an efficient method for the selective
aerobic oxidation of sulfides to sulfoxides or sulfones catalyzed by
tungstate-functionalized Brönsted acidic ionic liquid PMO-IL-
WO4

2- with H2O solvent (Rajabi et al., 2021). It was found that
the catalyst PMO-IL-WO4

2- can selectively produce sulfoxides or
sulfones by running the reaction at room temperature or 50°C,
respectively. A number of sulfides could be efficiently converted
into the corresponding sulfoxides or sulfones with high yields
(92–99%). Moreover, the catalyst could be easily recovered and
reused eight times without loss of its activity (Supplementary
Scheme S16).

DEEP OXIDATIVE DESULFURIZATION

Wang et al. prepared a series of pristine V2O5/SBA-15 composites
and tested their catalytic performance for the oxidative
desulfurization of fuels with molecular oxygen (O2) in ionic
liquid (Bmim)BF4. The catalytic system showed a good
catalytic activity in the oxidative desulfurization, and sulfur
compounds in oils could be extracted into the IL phase and
oxidized to their corresponding sulfones (Wang et al., 2017b).

The results showed that the sulfur removal of dibenzothiophene
could reach up to 99.3% (<3.5 ppm). In addition, the catalytic
system can be retained for six cycles with no significant loss on
sulfur removal (Supplementary Figure S2).

Guo et al. prepared a novel material Mg3Al-Mo6 by a one-pot
hydrothermal method of (Mo6O19)

2− anion intercalation into
layered double hydroxides and tested its catalytic performance for
the oxidative desulfurization of fuels with H2O2 in ionic liquid
(Bmim)PF6. The catalytic system showed superior catalytic
activity in the oxidative desulfurization, and sulfur compounds
in oils could be extracted into ionic liquid and converted to
sulfones (Guo et al., 2018). The results showed that the sulfur
removal of dibenzothiophene (DBT) and benzothiophene (BT)
could reach up to almost 100% in 30 and 40 min, respectively. In
addition, the polyoxomolybdate anion-intercalated layered
double hydroxides catalyst can be easily recovered and reused
for at least seven cycles with no obvious decrease in sulfur
removal (Scheme 8).

Hao et al. prepared a novel polyoxometalates-based ionic
liquid (PyPS)3(NH4)3Mo7O24 and employed it as a catalyst for
the oxidation/extractive desulfurization of model and actual
diesel with hydrogen peroxide oxidant in IL (Omim)BF4

SCHEME 11 | Catalytic mechanism of extractive and oxidation desulfurization (ECODS).
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extraction solvent (Hao et al., 2019). The results showed that the
catalytic system (PyPS)3(NH4)3Mo7O24/(Omim)BF4 exhibited
the unprecedented activity in the oxidative desulfurization
with 99% sulfur-removal of DBT under quite mild conditions
(Supplementary Scheme S17). Moreover, the catalytic system
could be easily recovered and reused five times without
significantly reducing the desulfurization activity.

Huang et al. prepared a new heteropolyanion-based ionic
liquid (PSPy)3PW12O40 [(PSPy)3PW] and employed it as an
effective catalyst for the oxidation/extractive desulfurization of
fuels with hydrogen peroxide oxidant in ionic liquid (Omim)PF6
extraction solvent (Huang et al., 2010). The results showed that
the catalytic system exhibited the excellent activity in the
oxidative desulfurization with 99.4% sulfur-removal of DBT
and 98.8% removal of 4,6-DMDBT under the optimal
conditions in model oil (Scheme 9). Moreover, the catalytic
system could be reused at least nine times without significant
decrease in activity. Additionally, the sulfur removal of FCC fuel
could be reduced from 360 ppm to 70 ppm with the catalytic
system.

Saikia et al. reported a method for the oxidation of organic
sulfur (aryls) components to sulfones with H2O2 in extractive
coupled with catalytic oxidative desulfurization in the presence of
HCOOH/H2O2 and V2O5 and ionic liquid 1-n-butyl-3-
methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate (IL1) or 1-n-butyl 3-
methylimidazolium chloride (IL2) (Saikia et al., 2014). It was
found that the removal of maximum total sulfur could reach
50.20%, the organic sulfur could reach 48.00%, and the ash could

reach 70.37 wt% in this process. In addition, the ionic liquids
could be recovered and subsequently reused for further
desulfurization (Supplementary Scheme S18).

Shao et al. prepared a series of imidazolium-based phosphoric
ionic liquids [(Mmim)DMP, (Emim)DEP, (Bmim)DBP] and
employed those in the extraction and catalytic oxidation
desulfurization system (ECODS) from a model diesel fuel with
the hexaammonium heptamolybdate tetrahydrate
(NH4)6Mo7O24·4H2O) catalyst and 30%H2O2 oxidant (Shao
et al., 2014). It was found that the catalytic system
(NH4)6Mo7O24·4H2O/(Bmim)DBP exhibited the highest
desulfurization activity with 89.2% S-removal of 4,6-DMDBT
inmodel diesel fuel, which was markedly superior to mere solvent
extraction with ionic liquid (9.29%) or catalytic oxidation without
ionic liquid (5.34%) (Scheme 10). Moreover, the catalytic system
could be reused at least six times with no significant decrease in
activity.

Zhang et al. synthesized a kind of superbase-derived Lewis
acidic ionic liquid with the protonated 1,5-diazabicyclo(4.3.0)-
non-3-ene (DBN) cation and the ZnCl2-based complex anion
(HDBN)Cl/nZnCl2 (Supplementary Scheme S19). (HDBN)Cl/
nZnCl2 was shown to be effective catalysts for the extraction-
combined oxidative desulfurization (ECODS) process of both
model oil and real diesel with hydrogen peroxide (Zhang L. et al.,
2017). The results showed that [HDBN]Cl/ZnCl2 exhibited the
best activity in the oxidative desulfurization with complete
removal of dibenzothiophene compound in oil. In addition,
the catalyst (HDBN)Cl/ZnCl2 is recyclable and reusable and

SCHEME 12 | Synthesis of (Hnmp)Cl/ZnCl2 and catalytic oxidation desulfurization using Brønsted−Lewis acidic IL (Hnmp)Cl/ZnCl2 with H2O2 in this ODS system.
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retains activity after five cycles with no noticeable changes in
sulfur removal performance (Supplementary Figure S3).

Li et al. synthesized a type of polyoxometalates-based ionic
liquids (POM-ILs) (Bmim)5[PMo11M(H2O)O39] (M = Co2+,
Ni2+, Zn2+, Mn2+) containing transition metal mono-
substituted Keggin-type phosphomolybdates. Then, (Bmim)5
[PMo11M(H2O)O39] was used as catalysts for the oxidation/
extractive desulfurization of model oil with hydrogen peroxide
oxidant in ILs extraction solvent (Li Y. et al., 2018). The results
showed that the catalyst (Bmim)5[PMo11Co(H2O)O39] with
[Omim]BF4 solvent exhibited the best catalytic activity in the
oxidative desulfurization with 99.8%, 63%, and 85% sulfur-
removal of DBT, BT, and 4,6-dimethyldibenzothiophene (4,6-
DMDBT), respectively (Scheme 11). In addition, the catalytic
system could be easily recovered and reused for at least eight
cycles with good stability and high catalytic activity for
consecutive desulfurization.

Wang et al. synthesized a type of Lewis acidic ionic liquid with
alkylated 1,8-dia-zabicyclo[5.4.0]undec-7-ene (DBU) cation and
the ZnCl2-based complex anion [ODBU]Cl/nZnCl2
(Supplementary Scheme S20). (ODBU)Cl/nZnCl2 was shown
to be effective catalysts for the extraction-combined oxidative
desulfurization (ECODS) process of bothmodel oil and real diesel
with 30%H2O2 oxidant (Wang et al., 2018). The results showed
that (ODBU)Cl/3ZnCl2 exhibited the best catalytic activity in the
oxidative desulfurization with 99.2% sulfur-removal (S-content
reduced from 559.7 to 4.8 ppm) under mild conditions. In
addition, the catalyst (ODBU)Cl/3ZnCl2 is recyclable and
reusable and retains activity after six cycles with no noticeable
changes in catalytic performance (Supplementary Figure S4).

Chen et al. prepared a series of Brønsted–Lewis acidic ILs of
N-methylpyrrolidonium zinc chloride[ (Hnmp)Clx/(ZnCl2)y, x:y
from 2:1 to 1:2] and studied their catalytic performances for the
oxidative desulfurization of both model diesel fuel and real FCC
diesel fuel with 30%H2O2 oxidant (Scheme 12). In this catalytic
system, these ILs could be used as both the extractant and catalyst;
IL composition also has an important effect on sulfur removal
efficiency. It was found that the ionic liquid (Hnmp)Cl/ZnCl2
showed the highest desulfurization activity with 99.9% S-removal
in model diesel fuel (S-content can be reduced from 500 ppm to

<1 ppm), and with 97.6% S-removal in FCC diesel fuel after five
stages (S-content can be reduced to 5.3 ppm) (Chen et al., 2015).
In addition, it was found that (Hnmp)Cl/ZnCl2 has a good
recycling performance in the ODS process. After seven runs,
the S-removal efficiency has a slight decline, which might be
ascribed to the accumulation of the oxidation product
(Supplementary Figure S5).

Xu et al. prepared a type of silica gel-supported ionic liquid
(Bmim)CoCl3/SG via the simple sol–gel method and employed it
as a heterogenous catalyst in the extraction and catalytic
oxidation desulfurization system (ECODS) from a simulated
fuel oil with oxone oxidant in ionic liquid (Bmim)BF4 (Xu
et al., 2021). It was found that the extractive catalytic system
(Bmim)CoCl3/SG/(Bmim)BF4 could achieve deep desulfurization
with a desulfurization rate of 99.5% for DBT. Moreover, the
desulfurization results revealed that the desulfurization of the
three sulfur-containing substances followed the order of DBT >
BT > 4,6-DMDBT (Supplementary Figure S6). Additionally, the
catalytic system could be reused five times with no significant
decrease in activity (all the desulfurization rate above 90%).

Xun et al. reported a method for the oxidation of sulfur
compounds to sulfones with H2O2 in extractive coupled with
catalytic oxidative desulfurization (ECODS) in the presence of
supported ionic liquid [Bmim]FeCl4/Am TiO2 (Scheme 13. It
was found that [Bmim]FeCl4 and Am TiO2 had a synergistic
effect on the catalytic oxidation desulfurization (Xun et al., 2015).
Furthermore, the catalyst could be easily recovered and reused
25 times with no significant decrease in its activity
(Supplementary Figure S7).

Yuan et al. prepared the SBA-15-supported silicotungstic acid
ionic liquid HSiW-IL/SBA-15 via a covalent grafting method
(Scheme 14). The supported catalyst showed excellent catalytic
activity in the oxidative desulfurization of fuels with H2O2. The
SBA-15-supported ionic liquid catalyst, 0.2HSiW-IL/SBA-15,
was found to be more active than other HSiW different
loading catalysts such as 0.05HSiW-IL/SBA-15, 0.1HSiW-IL/
SBA-15, 0.2HSiW-IL/SBA-15, and 0.3HSiW-IL/SBA-15 (Yuan
et al., 2016). The performance of the catalyst 0.2HSiW-IL/SBA-15
can be retained for eight experiments, and the sulfur removal still
remained at 96.4% (Supplementary Figure S8).

SCHEME 13 | Preparation of the supported ionic liquid catalyst [Bmim]FeCl4/Am TiO2.
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Jiang et al. prepared two kinds of magnetic catalysts (IL/MMS-
S and IL/MMS-L) by the immobilization of ionic liquid
[(C18H37)2(CH3)2N]3PW12O40 on the small core-shell
magnetic mesoporous silica (MMS-S) or large core-shell
magnetic mesoporous silica (MMS-L) microspheres and tested
their catalytic performance for the oxidative desulfurization of
diesel fuel with H2O2 (Jiang et al., 2019b). Compared with the
catalyst IL/MMS-L, the small size catalyst IL/MMS-S showed
superior catalytic activity in the oxidative desulfurization, and the
4,6-DMDBT removal with the sulfur content decreasing to
9.2 ppm (Supplementary Figure S21). In addition, the
catalytic system can be easily separated and reused at least
eight times with no obvious decrease in sulfur removal
activity. The recycling experiment of IL/MMS-S showed that
the catalyst had outstanding stability.

Ding et al. prepared a novel SBA-15-supported iron-based
redox ionic liquid (pmim)FeCl4-SBA-15 and employed it as a
catalyst for the oxidation desulfurization of model oil with
hydrogen peroxide oxidant in (Omim)BF4 extraction solvent
(Ding et al., 2015). The results showed that the catalytic
system (pmim)FeCl4-SBA-15/(Omim)BF4 exhibited the
excellent activity in the oxidative desulfurization with 94.3%
sulfur-removal of DBT under optimum conditions
(Supplementary Scheme S22). Moreover, it was found that
the different substrates of the ECODS selectivity followed the
order of DBT > DT > BT in the catalytic system (Supplementary
Figure S9). Additionally, (Omim)BF4 served as not only the
extractant and the reaction media but also the co-catalyst in the
system.

Xun et al. prepared a new few-layered graphitic carbon nitride
(g-C3N4) supported quaternary phosphonium ionic liquid
[(C6H13)3PC14H29]3PMo12O40 (C14PPMo IL) and employed it
as a heterogenous catalyst for the oxidative desulfurization of
model oil with hydrogen peroxide under solvent-free conditions
(Xun et al., 2020). The results showed that the supported catalyst
5% C14PPMo/g-C3N4 exhibited extraordinary catalytic activity in
the oxidative desulfurization with 100% sulfur-removal of DBT
and 94.8% removal of 4,6-DMDBT after a 180-min reaction

under mild conditions (Supplementary Figure S10). Moreover,
the catalyst could be easily separated and reused six times with no
obvious decrease in activity with the oxidative removal efficiency
of 93.8% for DBT and 90.2% for 4,6-DMDBT.

Kermani et al. prepared a novel magnetic silica-supported
ionic liquid [MSN/IL-(Mo132)] via the immobilization of
Keplerate nanoball iso-polyoxomolybdate (Mo132) on ionic
liquid-functionalized magnetic silica nanoparticles (MSN/IL)
and employed it as an effective catalyst for the deep oxidative
desulfurization of a model fuel containing DBT with hydrogen
peroxide as an oxidant (Mojaverian Kermani et al., 2021). The
results showed that the catalytic system exhibited the excellent
activity in the oxidative desulfurization with 99.97% sulfur-
removal of DBT under optimal conditions (Figure 1).
Moreover, the catalyst could be simply separated by an
external magnetic field and reused four times without
significant decrease in activity. This procedure has advantages
such as simple procedure, high efficiency, easy recoverability, and
recyclability, which was a green and efficient route toward the
deep oxidative desulfurization.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOKS

In summary, in this review, we have reported a serial of efficient
procedures for the oxidation of organic sulfides including
oxidative desulfurization of fuel oil. Various metal–ionic
liquid-based catalytic systems having highly promising future
prospects in the field of oxidation of organic sulfides have been
investigated. It is to be expected that in future the scope and
diversity of oxidation applications using ionic liquid-based
catalysts will be further increasing; the possibilities of
heterogenous-supported ionic liquid catalysts to reduce
environmental pollution and to make experimental procedures
simple and easy will be expanded. The traditional catalysts that
have been used in oxidation reactions will be progressively
replaced by green and environmental-friendly catalysts such as
ionic liquids. However, the limitations of ILs such as the

SCHEME 14 | Synthetic process of HSiW-IL/SBA-15.
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unknown toxicity and stability, recyclability, and economic
problems blocked the industrial application in the selective
oxidation. Future efforts in the development of novel and
highly efficient ionic liquid-based catalysts for the selective
oxidation of organic sulfides including oxidative desulfurization
of fuel oil are still needed. The integration of ILs as an efficient
solvent and catalyst withmolecular oxygen as oxidant technologies,
including functional IL synthesis, molecular oxygen activation,
oxidation process, and catalyst recovery utilization is necessary to
improve the actual efficiency. Furthermore, more efforts should be
carried out on the study of oxidation mechanism, dynamic and
thermodynamic models, reactor hydrodynamics, continuous-flow
stirred tank oxidation reactor, and novel-supported IL catalysts for
the solvent- and co-catalyst-free continuous-flow selective
oxidation under mild conditions. Efforts in developing novel
catalytic systems would probably offer new ways to find out
which process can be ultimately applied in practical production.
We believe that the development of efficient and economic ionic
liquid-based catalytic systems will greatly broaden the future
scopes and applications in the selective oxidation of organic
sulfides.
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